For ß > 0, Kß denotes the set of functions f(z) = z + a2z2 + ••• defined on the unit disc U with the representation f\z)
for 0 < 9X < 92 < 2it + 9X and z = re'6. We consider a general extremal problem for the class Kg, 0 < ß < 1, which we solve using variational methods. We suppose that a function F(u, v) is given which is analytic in a neighborhood of {(/(£),£ ): / e Kß) where fis a fixed point in U. We show that maxjeK Re F(f (Ç), $) is attained for a function of the form f(z) = ßlix-y[{rryi) -1] where |.x| = \y\ = 1 and x ¥= y. Such functions map U onto the complement of a wedge of angular opening (1 -ß)tt. Kirwan [8] solved the corresponding extremal problem for the class Vk, 2 < k < 4, of functions with boundary rotation at most kit. The class Vk, k > 2, consists of all locally univalent, analytic functions/(z) = z + a2z2
+ ••• defined in Uwhich satisfy
Jo I I f'(re,e) J\ This integral measures the total variation of the argument of the tangent vector to f(\z\ = r). These functions were introduced by Paatero [10] . The classes Vk and Kß are related by the set inclusion fy+2 C Kß [3] . Kirwan based his proof on a variational formula for functions of bounded boundary rotation given by Schiffer and Tammi [13] and on the Julia variational formula [5] . The proof of the stated result for the class Kß, 0 < ß < 1, depends on the variational formula for starlike functions given by Hummel [4] , the variational formula for functions with positive real part given by Robertson [12] , and on the Julia variational formula as applied by Kirwan. We apply this general theorem to investigate the value region of /(£)/?> where £ £ t/is fixed, |£ | = r. The case ß = 0 was studied by Strohhäcker [14] and the case ß = 1 by Biernacki [2] . Denoting this region by Drß we show that and that
From this result we may infer information about the radius of starlikeness of Kß, which is defined to be the radius of the largest disc centered at 0 such that every function in Kß is starlike in this disc. Denoting this number by rs(ß) we show that rs(ß) = min{,: R^JL^^)*'
-l] = 0 on |,| = \t\ = r} Lewandowski [9] showed explicitly that rs(l) = 4-\/2 -5.
1. The variational formulae and outline of proof. Let 0 < ß < 1 and suppose that F(u,v) is analytic in a neighborhood of {(/(£ ),£ ): / G Kß), where fis a fixed point in U. We wish to determine the functions in Kß which yield (1.1) maxReF(f(nn The method of proof involves the use of a number of variational formulae which we now describe.
Since/ G Kß,we have
where s E S*, Rep(z) > 0,p(0) = eiy and a = e~ißy. The first step in the proof will be to vary the function s E S* using the Hummel variation for starlike functions [4] . Hummel showed that given an s G S*, there exists a function s* E S* of the form
where A(z0) = í(z0)/z0í'(^o)' « is a positive parameter tending to 0, a is an arbitrary real number, and z0 is an arbitrary point in the unit disc. Also the estimate for o(e) is uniform on compact subsets of U. The varied function maps U onto a domain obtained from s(U) by making a small radial displacement of the boundary of s(U).
An application of this variation shows that the function / cannot be extremal for (1.1) unless s maps U onto the complement of a finite set of disjoint rays, i.e., Re{zi'(^)A(^)} = 0 on |z| = 1 except for a finite number of points.
The next part of the proof involves varying the function p by means of a formula established by Robertson [12] for functions which are subordinate to a given function.
Suppose that p is subordinate to a univalent function pQ in U, i.e., p(z) = Pq(u(z)) where co: U -» U and co(0) = 0. Then
where Re Q(z) > 0 for z E U. Robertson gave the following variational formula f or p(z) which yields a function p* which is also subordinate to/>0:
where
is an arbitrary real number, z0 is an arbitrary point of U, p is a parameter tending to 0 and the estimate for o(p2) is uniform on compact subsets of U. Using this variation we show that / cannot be extremal for (1.1) unless Kep(z) = 0 on \z\ = 1 except for a finite number of points. A calculation then yields that an extremal/must map U onto a polygonal domain. To finish the proof we employ the Julia variational formula as done in [8] in order to show that the extremal domain is the complement of an infinite wedge of opening (1 -ß) it.
The form of the Julia variation required for our application is that
Here f(z) = z + a2z + • • • maps U conformally onto the domain with boundary T = [w =/(£): l£l = 0> $(w) Is continuous and piecewise differentiable on T, n(w) is the unit exterior normal to T at w and /* (z) = a*z + a*z + ••• maps U conformally onto the domain 77* with boundary T* = {w* = w + e\¡/(w)) where e > 0. We now outline the method of application of the Julia variation which we will use. This method was originated by Biernacki [2] and has been refined by others (e.g., [1] , [8] ). Let f be fixed, |f | < 1. Let/ £ Kß and let/* be defined by (1.5) . We expand F(f*(£ ),£) in powers of e, obtaining F(f*(nn = F(j(s),n (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) ,
where we have set 7r1(w,i') = dF(u,v)/du. Let us assume that the boundary of f(U) contains three disjoint analytic arcs, which then correspond to three arcs /., l2, and l3 on \z\ = 1. For fixed £> £/'(£)^< (/(£ ),£)(* + 0/(z -£)traces out a circle as * varies on \z\ = 1. Hence, among the three arcs /■, /2, and l3 there are two, which we denote by yi and y2, satisfying maxRe{i/'ß:)fl(/a),»(z + £)/(* " 0} (1.7) < minReíf/'ín/K/aXn^ + *)/(* -?)}•
ZÊY2
Let us choose \b(w) so that
An application of the variational formula (1.6) to/with this choice of ^(w) yields/*'(0) = 1 by (1.9) and by (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9). Hence, from (1.6) we conclude that
and, consequently, if/* G Kß, then/is not extremal for problem (1.1). The following lemma summarizes the above discussion.
Lemma 1.1. Letf E Kß, 0 < ß < 1, and suppose that the boundary off(U)
contains three disjoint analytic arcs. Moreover let F(u,v) be analytic in VfeKßifttin where £ is fixed, |J| < 1. Then (a) there exist two arcs y, and y2ondU that satisfy (1.7);
(b) in addition, if^(w) is defined on 3/(i/) to satisfy (1.8) and (1.9) and iff* defined by (1.5) belongs to Kß, then fis not an extremal function for problem (1.1).
2. Statement and proof of the main theorem. We are now ready to state the main theorem. where \x\ = \y\ = 1 aw/* # 7.7/0 < ß < 1 and if F is nonconstant, functions of the form (2.1) are rne only functions for which the maximum is attained.
We remark that a function of the form (2.1) maps U onto the complement of a wedge with angular opening (1 -ß)ir. We also note that the case ß = 0 was established by Kirwan [8] .
Before beginning the proof of the theorem, it is necessary to prove the following lemma. 
Proof. We have f(t)=fo(apl>(z)&dz.
If t £ R the function e"s(e~'Tz) is also in S* and we define the function fr^Kßby But
and e" -1 + ir + o(r). Therefore
In these formulae, the o(r)-estimate is uniform on compact subsets of U. Expanding F(fT(Ç),£) in powers of t and recalling that / is an extremal function, we obtain
where we have set Fx = 3F(/(£),£)/öu. Hence
Since t can take on either positive or negative values, we conclude that
To obtain the second relation, we set W=fQéaAe-*z)S-&dz, where t G R. ThenjÇ. G Kß. Moreover,
and, hence,
Here again the estimate o(t) is uniform on compact subsets of U. Then
We again expand F(J¡.(f),£ ) in powers of t and obtain
Since / is assumed to be an extremal function and since t may assume both positive and negative values, it follows that From their definitions it is clear that Q(z0) and R(zQ) are not identically zero unless Fj = 0. But by a result in [7] , this can only occur if F is identically constant, in which case the theorem is trivial. The equation z0s'(zQ)/s(z0) = Q(z0)/R(z0) holds for each z0 £ U. Let us replace z0 by t. We see that Q(t) and R(t) are defined in the annulus |f | < |/| < l/|f | and, hence, í has an analytic extension to \t\ = 1, except possibly at the finite number of zeros of F on |i| = 1. A simple calculation shows that if |r| = 1 then R(t) = -F(l/7) and m+wgt-'/jijara-*)"!*
by (2.2). Therefore (2.5) Re{ts'(t)/s(t)) = 0 on |f| = 1 except for a finite number of points. This implies that &rgs(e ) is constant on a finite number of intervals of |/| = 1 whose closure is |i| = 1. We now assume that the extremal f E Kß satisfies f'(z) = ap(z)s(z)/z, where s £ S* satisfies (2.5). Our aim is to show that p(z) has an analytic extension to \z\ = 1 with a finite number of points deleted and that except for these exceptional points, Rep(z) = 0 on \z\ = 1. We let p(0) = e'y where -7i/2 < y < ir/2. Then p is subordinate to p (z) = (e'y + z)/(l -e'yz) and we will now vary p using (1.4) . If we set l(z) = (1 -<b(p(z)))2/2^'(p{z)), divide both sides of the above inequality by -p2(l -|z0| ), and let p tend to 0, we get o<R»rf^W ff'> , am)
Since ReiaAf + a~N} = Re{a(M + Ñ)} and since 9 is arbitrary, we find that
The relation Q(z0) = A(zQ)/B(z0) holds for every z0 G If. As before, we replace z0 by r. We see that A(t) and B(t) are not identically zero since we can assume F, ¥= 0 and also that /4 and B are defined in the annulus |£| < \t\ < l/\$\. Calculating Q(l/t), we obtain .2v
STO-(jtf(^+afsafs)-
♦«JÍ(Tr^*í!frW)-)/-',J» and hence
by ( We see that the extremal function/of (1.1) has an analytic extension to \z\ = 1 with a finite number of points deleted. We now show that/maps U onto a polygonal domain. Writing f'(z) = ap(z) s(z)/z and using the above observation together with (2.5), we compute for all but finitely many z with \z\ = 1. But Re{l + z/"(z)//'(z)} for \z\ = r measures the rate of turn of the tangent vector to the curve/({|z| = /■}). Since / is piecewise analytic on [\z\ = 1} we see that the boundary of f(U) is composed of a finite number of line segments, rays, or lines. Hence/maps U onto a polygonal domain.
We now show that the extremal polygon has only one finite vertex and that the exterior angular opening is (1 -ß)it. For this we need the following geometric characterization due to Pommerenke [11] . Let f(z) = z + a2z2 + ••• be a conformai map of U. Then/ £ Kß, 0 < ß < 1, if and only if the following condition holds:
(C) The complement, F, of f(U) is the union of rays which are disjoint (except that perhaps the origin of one ray may lie on another ray) and which have the property that for each ray in F the sector of opening (1 -ß)it whose bisector is the given ray lies in F.
Suppose / is a polygonal mapping and f(U) is not a wedge of exterior angular opening (1 -ß)ir. Kirwan [8] has constructed a variation for polygonal domains which preserves the angle at each vertex. One easily checks, using condition (C), that if a polygonal domain is the image of a function / of class Kß, then the polygon obtained by this method of variation is also the image of a function in Kß. Hence we may define a function \¡> on 3/(i/) so that the hypotheses of Lemma 1.1 are satisfied and we conclude that/is not extremal for problem (1.1) . Consequently / maps U onto a wedge of exterior angular opening (1 -ß) it and therefore / has the form (2.1) where \x\ = \y\ = 1 and x # y. This completes the proof of the theorem in the case 0 < ß < 1.
Let ß = 1 and let/ £ Kx be extremal for (1.1). For 0 < y < 1, we claim fy(z) = f(yz)/y E Kß(y) with ß(y) < 1. To see this, write/'(z) = ap(z)ßs(z)/z as in (1.2) . Then f'y(z) = ap(yzys(yz)/yz. Now sy(z) = s(yz)/y E S* and |arg/?(yz)| < Ayir/2 < it/2. If we set py(z) = p(yz)' \ then py has positive real part in U and f'y(z) = apy(zy ''s^/z, showing that fy E KßA where ßAy < l. Applying the theorem, in the case ß = ß(y), there is a function gy of the form (2.1) such that ReF(fy(Ç), f ) < Re F(gy(Ç ), f ). For some increasing sequence {yn) tending to l, {gyJ converges to a limit function g in Kx, which is again of the form (2".l), with ß < l. Hence ReF(/(£),£) < ReF(g(f ) ,f ) and since/was assumed to be extremal, the inequality is in fact an equality. It remains only to show that g is of the form (2.1) with ß = l. If not, g £ Kß, ß < l, and hence could not be extremal for (l.l) in Kß., ß < ß' < l. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
3. Applications. Let 0 < ß < 1 and let £ be fixed, |£| = r. We wish to investigate the value region of /(f )/f as/varies through Kß. The case ß = 1 was studied by Biernacki [2] and the case ß = 0 by Strohhäcker [14] . We define Drtß = {mtt:fEKß), and let 377,« denote the boundary of Drß. Proof, (a) We first show that there exists a set E C Dr « which is everywhere dense in dDr ß and has the property that if ux G £ there is a point v E QDr^ such that {«: \u -v\ < \ux -v\] C BDrß. To see this, let w be an arbitrary point of dDrß and let e > 0. Choose i> G &Drß such that |w -v\ < e/2. The family Kß is compact so Dr ß is closed and hence there is 8 > 0 such that {«: |« -v\ < 5} C QDrß and the boundary of this disc meets Drß in a point «,. By the definition of v, we see that Ô < e/2, which implies lMl -w| < e. But H] £ £ and, hence E is everywhere dense in dDr o.
Choose an arbitrary ux E E and let v be the corresponding point in QDr ß. If we set xÇ = j and y£ = r, we obtain the desired result,
We first show (3.1) Drß D {/¿(j,/): |r| < \s\ -r or |j| < \t\ = r).
To do this we fix t, \t\ = r, and consider the curve Tß defined by
Then Tß(i) = (1 + r)-1 and ro(s) = (1 + 0_1» i-C» T0 reduces to a single point.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Suppose z £ intr¿ (interior of Tß), i.e., the index of z with respect to Tß, n(Tß,z), is nonzero. We claim z £ 1^ for some a, 0 < a < ß. Otherwise contradicting the assumption made on z. Consequently every point z £ intljj corresponds to an extremal function in Ka for some a, 0 < a < ß. Since Ka C ATyj, we conclude that intl^ C Drß and by the argument principle we obtain {fß(s, t): \s\ < |f| = r) C Drß. Interchanging the roles of s and /, the above argument shows that [fß(s,t): \t\ < |s| = r) C Drß, which gives us 
